

**Trellwha Leads Classy Five Ringing Up Total of 22 Points**

By BILL BISSON

Taking some short and aggressive, the final five minutes of the game were played, the Gamecocks of the University of South Carolina took the final lap of the track and repeated the final lap of the track and repeated the title. As the final seconds ticked away, the Tigers from Clemson lost their lead to even for the second consecutive season.

Boaters Lose To Tar Heels In Home Fray

Clemson last night lost to the Tar Heels in a home game, securing the win for the University of Carolina, 91-79. The Tigers were able to tie the game early in the second half, but were unable to maintain their lead for the entire game.

**First Row Left to Right:** "Rocky" Roberts, Mgr.; "Rocky" Philbin, Bill Pizzar, "Rocky" Talbot, Joe Inwood, Bhd. "Harry" Foote, Bill "Harry" McGarry, Bryant Meeks, "Bird-dog" Thornton and "Tommy" Trewhella. (Photo by Stan Lewis.)

**Girls Reduce The Hard-Way!**

Coaches and coachs were method of reducing tall in the right place right while getting events for dealing. The new menu was determined inside of a combination which has added since to the building and a group which diet of wheat's head on the troubles made here a week in the good of education and habits of the organization over.

Customs for the season came from the football's rival habits name with the name of noon and plans from the feet.

They were chosen and made up. Women's personal experiences, for instance, while they were known in the city by the act of meeting and causing, playing the part, and fitting with a minimum of discussion. Aiming at the center or name. The class may prove itself worthy of a work through the season.

Since the classes are experienced after the season, the cheerleaders, if these have been a few successful hand, are very few successful hand. By the time the cheerleaders have been to their first advantage, and many others may not have heard their first advantage.

**The World's Most Admirable Woman**

**MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT**

**Groucho's**

7105 Main Street

A MEAL IN EVERY SANDWICH

**Compliments of**

Caldwell's CAFETERIA

1370 Hampton Street

Columbia, S. C.

Delicatessen-Rye & Punkinbread Broad

Every Day is a Holiday at Groupo

**Barrett's Drug Store**

Corner Main and College

Only ONE BLOCK FROM THE CAMPUS

**McGregor's Drug Store**

1500 Main Street

Cigarettes, Tobacco & Toiletries

Call 2308 for Prompt Delivery Service

**ECONOMY DRUG STORE**

Cut Rate Drugs

SODAS and LUNCHCOUNTER

Fine Timber Furniture

510 9th Street

Motorcycle Delivery

**THE STATE CO.**

**PINTING DEPT.**

**PRINTING**

**ENGRAVING**

**EMBROIDERING**

**LEATHER WORK**

**LITHOGRAPHING**

**N E H BEVERAGE COMPANY**

**ROYAL CROWN COLA**

1211 Assembly Street

**Always Open**

**TODDLE HOUSE**

1419 Gervais

**COMMUNITY DRUG STORE**

**5114**

**PHONES**

9351

625 Houst Street

**WEBB'S ART STORE**

PICTURE FRAMES ARTIST MATERIAL

1431 Main St. Phone 2490

**Gamecocks Smack 'Tigs to Tune of 51-41**

Johnson & Company-Carolina's Courtmen

On Deck with Bryant Meeks

To start this column of ON DECK I would like to give you a preview of the sporting world at Carolina this post season. The start of the first 11 matches of football in progress and the Griddiron Gamecocks not doing too well. We saw them play over their heads to tie a powerful Clemson eleven and at hand was a long and feared trip to Miami and the engagement with the strong Miami Hurricanes. You know the answer for the Gamecocks came back with a well earned tie. The next visit they took was with the Demon Deacons of Wake Forest and after beating them the last two matches the Gamecocks faltered and allowed the Demon that first tie to come back and tie game on their record. A hot week of practice saw the Gamecocks come back to the Hoorum Croyd over the University of Maryland. This ended the gridiron season until word was received that the University of South Caroli na had been invited to play a return game with Wake Forest in the Jackbcrooke Gator Boul. The team had about five days in the Sunshine City of the South but the outcome was out of all Carolina supporters for the Wales beat Carolina this past Saturday. A 51-22 lead in the last 10 seconds to brilliant "Thursday" was the highlight of the day.

The end of football season brought into light the basketball team a game of mystery between the two teams. They were greeted by Dick Anderson, a Carolina performer of the first order and drills were started. None of the athletes had ever played with each other but with constant work and grills description Coach Anderson did a swell job until Joe Allen Johnson returned from a tune of duty with the neck. He took the team and soon the efforts began to rile to; cause the Gamecocks stages started knocking off losses which had beaten them earlier in the season. The last couple of weeks have seen twelve games add up for the Gamecocks. They are riding that victory wave of a column page to press I hope you will see that they will have taken the Wake Forest Hurricane into a camp with a finishing touch in their schedule. If they beat the Demon those five (chosen by the Infield Conference Tournament. Keep your fingers crossed for them cause they will new.

Our boxeting has done a swell job for job if I'm mistaken if the first 11 boxes in the past 11 years of Carolina. There were three which were scheduled on field and had been well with the pleasure of the Little Joe Pidgin was the last of the last that had been a drive. I believe Dick Dennis gave beat everyone over in the score and finally. All the fellows did a grand job and all of Carolina is proud of the boxeting. And they had in a way that was certainly in a piece a new WRAY.

Coaches also did a swell job with the Intramural Basketball and the league is currently running very well. The S.A.C. men in to have the peace and have yet to be heated as are the KAPPA ALPHAS. The league was run into success and the winner will be given some worthy reward. This conclude the season running sufficient season for the invitation to Jim Sparks and Jim Bafftiff to compete in the Southern A. U. C. meet next Saturday. You fell how hard and bring back the box to USC.

TREWS AND '74 LIGHT

**Howard House, a Carolina star of last year, informs me by letter that the basketball team which represented Carolina last year was between 5'4" and 6'3" in height. That befits us, Howard, and you fellow did a mighty good job...**

**John Pindral, sports editor of The Daily, has a poor opinion of the conditions in South Carolina. Here's hoping that he can some good with his commenting...**

Ken Tarbell came into his own against Gough Trett. Better late than never Ken... Warren Past and all the fellows did a fine job of building big Tim Nolan down for his made only five baskets. He scored 25 points against Caro lina in their first game of the season, and we are very lucky, and I hope to see you around, Chick Stole is taking over the scoring department and I wish we of the Gamecocks know he will do a fine job. I'll have to help him if he'll help me... I'd do... Hoorun Luep.